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AN INTRODUCTION

I
HOW TO PLAY

THE GAME
Monstrum is a tabletop ROLE -PLAYING GAME (RPG) that can be played solo or
amongst friends! The aim of the game is to create a unique MONSTER using the
monster tables, purchase items for a monster hunter known as a SLAYER, and meet
your creation on the field of battle.
The game uses the +VENTURE resolution, character, and item systems.
All you will need to start the adventure is:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

This book.
Five 6-sided dice (abbreviated to 5d6. If you roll just 1 die, it's a 1d6).
Character and Monster Sheets.
Pencils and erasers.
Your imaginations!

THE SETTING
Monstrum is set against the backdrop of medieval Europe, where monsters are not
just tales told to frighten children, but realities that exist beyond the edges of the
known world.
It’s an age of DARKNESS, where all the knowledge and grandeur of the Old Empire
have been lost to time. Trade and travel have slowed, and towns and cities have shut
their gates to the rest of the world.
Nature reconquers all that the Empire has left behind, and the malevolent spirits
that were once pushed back by the advancing legions return to prey on the innocent.
To stay the encroaching evils, the king of the CITADEL has ordained hunters to
kill the MONSTERS of the night. Endowed with sacred weapons and relics, these
warriors of the realm became known as SLAYERS.

TOUCHSTONES
Dark Souls by Hidetaka Miyazaki • Brother’s Grimm by Wilhelm and Jakob Grimm
Salve Regina
Chant of the Templars
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GAME STRUCTURE

WHERE'S THE GM?

Monstrum is divided into 5 phases:

You may run Monstrum with a GAME MASTER (GM) if you wish to aid in facilitating
the narrative, however, you can also run the game without one.

1. SLAYER CREATION

Under the SLAYERS chapter, pick a slayer type and fill out the necessary steps.
Kit them out with items to help in combat while AT THE CITADEL...
2. MONSTER CREATION

Using the tables in the MONSTERS chapter, roll some dice or pick traits and build
a monster to fight against.
Note: Monsters that are Wraiths, or above, can be challenging for starting Slayers.
3. ON THE HUNT

When ready, roll the SETTINGS table under the STAGE chapter to discover the
place your Slayers search for the monster. Slayers contribute to describing the
location.
Take turns answering the questions in the ON THE HUNT section in the
chapter. Roll the ENCOUNTER ROLL to initiate combat.

STAGE

4. COMBAT

The combat scenario is run using the +VENTURE system to see if the Slayers or
the Monster survives. Loot, take trophies and rewards if applicable. Slayers can
flee if the monster proves too challenging.

Instead, we recommend all participants to be player characters and join in the
bloody task of felling the monster. Bring a positive and COLLABORATIVE energy to
the table. Running the game with a YES, AND... attitude will ensure everyone plays a
turn and is included in the story.
Be DESCRIPTIVE and add extra ELEMENTS as options that other players can pick up
on and use to grow the story.
Role-playing is like problem-solving with your imagination. For example, when
rolling for a monster, you might get an 6. Eldritch that is 11. Minuscule. How can
something small be frightening? It’s up to you to INTERPRET the descriptions and
drive the narrative with your creativity.
is a big part of this game. Before embarking on the adventure, it is
recommended that you draw shut the curtains (if it’s light out), dim the lights - or
use candles for extra effect, and play the song under TOUCHSTONES.
ATMOSPHERE

Remember, though this may be a game, you will be embarking on a RITUAL that was
practiced for centuries by those who roamed the medieval world.
As night fell, and all gathered around the campfire, such stories of horrors and
slayers would bring fear and hope to those who listened.

5. RETURNING TO THE CITADEL

Once the monster is defeated, use the LOOTING, TROPHIES, and REWARD tables
to benefit from your kill. Use the gold from your reward to restock your supplies
AT THE CITADEL...

Roll a new monster and return out in the field!

TRAIL OF BLOOD

If you wish to jump right into the action without building a slayer or monster, you
can use the TRAIL OF BLOOD campaign. It offers a map, and details on six slayers
and six monsters you can use to fill out the appropriate sheets.
Read up on the lore and use the map to engage the monsters in order, following
phases 3, 4, and 5 from above.
Once complete, you may continue your adventure by building more monsters.
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SLAYER CREATION
Slayer creation takes place using the CHARACTER SHEET. When playing the game,
this sheet is your doorway into the experience and has everything you need on it
to combat the monster.
To complete a Slayer, you will need to do the following steps:

1. PICK A SLAYER
Under A CHAMPION RISES... in the SLAYERS chapter, there are 6 types of slayers to
pick from. Each slayer has a unique narrative flavor for you to role-play, supported
by specific elements that make them unique when you play.
Read up on each WEAPON PROFICIENCY, SPECIAL SKILL, and SPOKEN LANGUAGE
to give you a better idea of how each slayer plays.
Once you’ve picked one, start filling out a blank character sheet with your choice
in mind.

On the top left of the sheet is a shield. This is your coat of arms. Draw something
that represents your slayer, or their house. It can be an animal, a fist, a pattern of
colors. Whatever defines you.
Every slayer needs a name. Come up with something appropriate, or pick one of the
names below:
Geralt
Lancelot
Merlin
Ajax
Castor

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tybalt
Ulric
Bodin
Rowan
Helewise

Painted
Pockmarked
3 3 . Boney
3 4 . Scarred
3 5 . Gold-toothed
3 6 . Mysterious

11.

Gaunt
Long-haired
1 3 . Tattooed
1 4 . Scruffy
1 5 . Dwarf
1 6 . Neat

21.

Giant
Bearded
2 3 . Mustachioed
2 4 . Pot-bellied
2 5 . Aquiline
2 6 . Chiseled

31.

12.

22.

32.

41.

Smooth-talker
Motionless
4 3 . Laconic
4 4 . Boisterous
4 5 . Maniac
4 6 . Reckless

51.

Gentle
Prudent
5 3 . Charming
5 4 . Shifty
5 5 . Friendly
5 6 . Bungling

61.

42.

52.

62.

Casual
Vain
6 3 . Miserable
6 4 . Witty
6 5 . Ambitious
6 6 . Grumpy

4. KNOW YOUR DRIVE

2. NAME & COAT OF ARMS

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

If you’re stuck with descriptions, feel free to roll a 2d6 to determine some character
descriptions from the table below and elaborate on the results. Roll 2d6 and add up the
two separate numbers on the dice like so: 6 + 5 = 65. Ambitious...

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Felicia
Mazelina
Nicola
Constance
Isabel

The character’s drive is something they are working towards. Think of it as their
personal quest, which led them to where they are today. Use the table below to help
come up with a drive, or come up with something of your own.
Roll a 2d6 to determine a character’s drive, and elaborate on it. 2d6 tables work by using
the two separate numbers on the dice like so: 2 + 1 = 21. Seeking answers...

Looking for purpose...
Getting somewhere...
3 3 . Fitting in...
3 4 . For the thrill...
3 5 . Looking for a thing...
3 6 . Rise above others...

11.

For your lord...
Looking for someone...
1 3 . Seeking freedom...
1 4 . Past trauma...
1 5 . Protecting another...
1 6 . Rebellion...

21.

Seeking answers...
Guilt for...
2 3 . Be respected...
2 4 . Finding adventure...
2 5 . Sacrifice...
2 6 . Save the world...

31.

12.

22.

32.

41.

Survive...
On a pilgrimage...
4 3 . Escaping...
4 4 . Prove to yourself...
4 5 . Jealousy for...
4 6 . Be among friends...

51.

Rebuild...
Keep a promise...
5 3 . For honor...
5 4 . Escape torment...
5 5 . Greed...
5 6 . Sold your soul...

61.

42.

52.

62.

3. SLAYER & DESCRIPTION
There are two lines to allow you to describe your character and note down what
slayer they are.
For descriptions, note down physical and personality traits for you to lean on (i.e.
Slender, Black Hair, Ambitious, etc.). These are elements that can inspire you while
you role-play.
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Revenge...
Seeking destiny...
6 3 . Seeking justice...
6 4 . Facing a fear...
6 5 . Running from duty...
6 6 . Madness...

6. FILL OUT PROFICIENCY
5. DO YOU USE MAGIC?
Some slayers are proficient in a type of magic. Fill this out in the magic
section. For slayers with no magical proficiencies, leave this section blank.
Magical types flavor the player’s STRIKE attacks when using magical weapons
(Staff and, or Wand), and offer the use SPEAK to cast spells to manipulate,
trap, or aid an encounter.
In order to SPEAK the ancient tongue to cast a spell, ONE POLYGLOT
POTION must be used per spell while wearing the apprentice robes.
Spells can be made up by the player to assist in a situation. Due to their
power, the table should consent to spells that are memorable and balanced
to the encounter. Some quick possibilities could be:
♦ Daze, or Trap, a monster for a turn, making them unable to cause harm
if there’s a failed roll on the next slayer’s turn.
♦ Damage spells can inflict 5 Damage.

Slayers are proficient in one CLASS of weapon. There are 3 classes:
♦ 1-Handed (Dagger, Sword, Club, Flail) 1HP damage.
♦ 2-Handed (Axe, Spear, Claymore, Staff) 2HP damage.
♦ Ranged (Sling, Bow, Crossbow, Wand) 1HP damage.
Magical slayers are proficient with 2 classes. The Staff (2-Handed) and, or Wand
(Ranged), which are Magical Weapons. These can do double damage with the
Apprentice Robes.
If a player is using a weapon within their proficiency, they do not need to worry
about weapon QUALITY and get an extra 1d6 in a STRIKE roll as even a Worn Sword
is dangerous in the hands of a master swordsman.
Fill out your slayer’s proficiency in the box. Find out more about Proficiency and
Weapon Quality under the CORE MECHANISMS chapter.

7. FILL OUT SPECIAL SKILL
Each character has a SPECIAL SKILL that activates when a certain requirement is
achieved. These can make critical moments feel epic and to promote teamwork
between the slayers.

Below are some suggestions for Strikes and Spells for the three magic types:
ICE
When using STRIKE, flavor the projectile attacks with things like ice
crystals, blizzard. The player may SPEAK a spell related to ice like ice trap,
ice wall, etc.
LIGHT
When using STRIKE, flavor the projectile attacks with things like holy light,
piercing light. The player may SPEAK a spell related to light like illuminate,
healing field (for self or other players), blinding light, etc. Forces of light to
assist in healing and protection.
DARK
When using STRIKE, flavor the projectile attacks with things like
shadowbolt, darklight. The player may SPEAK a spell related to the dark
like raise the dead (bringing a dead slayer to life), curtain of mist, decoy,
illusion, etc.

Read up on the special skill and fill it out on the character sheet.
BLACK KNIGHT

Righteous Rage - At 2HP and lower, you do double the damage with your strike action.
NECROMANCER

Reanimate - On your turn, you may use Speak to bring a dead player back with full HP.
FROST DRUID

Freeze Time - If a Absolute Failure is rolled, Frost Druids may re-roll the roll.
ARCHPRIEST

Healing Aura - If you heal yourself with an item to full health, each team member gets 1HP.
BEAST HUNTER

True Shot - If a roll on a ranged Strike is critical, deal double damage to the monster.
HALF-BLOOD

Final Strike - Inflicted with a condition by the enemy, return the favor. They are now poisoned.
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8. HP

10. FILL ITEM SLOTS

The box with HP stands for your HEALTH POINTS. Here, you can track how much
health you have after each action in an encounter.

Fill the item section of the sheet with the AT THE CITADEL under the STAGE section.
Use the Item List to learn more of what the items can do to help you.

Slayers start with a base amount of 3HP, except for HALF-BLOODS who have 4HP.

G
A pouch for GOLD (currency). Use the currency to purchase useful items. If you
decide to play another game with the same slayer, be sure to pick up your reward
so that you can purchase items for your next encounter (Under the STAGE section).

This can be increased with the following ARMORS:
= While wearing Leather Tunic (+1HP).
= While wearing Chainmail Vest (+2HP).
6HP = While wearing Iron Chest Plate (+3HP).
4HP
5HP

+1HP

may be added if having a Citadel Shield on hand.

HP

6

7

On the left is an example of a slayer’s HP filled out just after an action
which failed and the character was hit. He has an Iron Chest Plate and
a Citadel Shield, giving him a total of 7HP. Because of the failed action,
he now has 6HP.

You may heal using food and potions. If your HP goes to zero (0), you are rendered
unconscious, or die. More about this under the CORE MECHANISMS chapter.
Fill your HP after you’ve added on all your armor and other items.

IN HAND
Two slots that represent your hands. You can carry up to two things. If carrying
a 2-Handed or Ranged weapon, both slots are required to wield it. Some items
require them to be in hand in order to be used (i.e. torch, lantern).
WEARING
Three slots for you to add CLOTHING and JEWELRY. Buffs and effects from these
items are only effective when you are wearing them. You can wear only 1 piece of
+HP Armor at a time. You can also sling on any items as well, like a bow, or string
of health elixirs.
SLAYER'S BAG
Eight slots for you to carry whatever you wish. You can stack up to 3 items with the
same name. If it’s full, you must drop something in order to add something else.
Once complete, fill out the weapon DMG on the CHARACTER SHEET, next to the HP.

9. KNOWN TONGUE
Each slayer type can speak the tongue of the monster it hunts. Both monster and
slayer are tied by the same number. Below are the linked combatants.
1.

ANTHROPOID
UNLIVING
FROST DRUID - ELEMENTAL
ARCHPRIEST - WRAITHS
BEAST HUNTER - BEAST
HALF-BLOOD - ELDRICH

BLACK KNIGHT -

2. NECROMANCER 3.
4.
5.
6.

STARTING GOLD

Recommended

When starting the game from scratch, you have an
allotment of money to use. Alternatively, you may
want fate to decide to make things interesting...

Solo = 250 G
2 Players = 200 G
3 Players = 150 G
4 Players = 100 G

Be sure to use the gold to purchase items that will
help you in battle. Though not all monsters turn out
to be strong or overly dangerous, a wise slayer always
prepares for every eventuality.

Tick the appropriate tongue for your slayer. This knowledge will help in SPEAK
rolls, however, be aware that a success in such a roll doesn’t mean the monster is
listening to you.
Monsters rarely trust humans, preferring to run than to capitulate in any way. To
try and speak down a monster is a task in of itself and can be more demanding to
achieve that outright combat.
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Spending the funds on purchasing DISHES to heal
and WARD TONICS to stave conditions are good for
those dangerous monsters.
The amounts are given to each Slayer.
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Let Fate Decide...

Roll a 1d6 .
1. 50 G
2. 75 G
3. 100 G
4. 150 G
5. 200 G
6. 250 G

MONSTER DRAWING

MONSTER CREATION
MONSTER STATS & TABLES
Creating a monster is done through the use of 4 tables. These work to ensure
every monster created is unique. Each table has a NARRATIVE aspect to it, offering
descriptive words that allow you to elaborate further and deepen the creature’s
design. They also offer MECHANICAL traits to be used in combat (i.e. HP, Weapon
Class, etc.)
1. A FORM SEEN IN THE DARK...

Roll a 1d6 or pick one of the six options. This table offers the form of the creature.
Is it a beast, or a glowing spirit? It also gives the creature’s starting HP.
2. EERIE ANATOMY

Roll a 2d6 or pick one of the thirty-three options available. This table adds a
layer of detail on the creature’s physical appearance. It also gives +HP to add to
the starting HP. If you wish more of a challenge, you may roll this table twice.
3. TERRIFYING ARSENAL

Roll a

or pick. This table offers the Monster’s weapon of choice, WEAPON
and QUALITY to be used with the combat system. This table can only be
rolled once. Note that 2-Handed weapons inflict 2HP Damage.
2d6

CLASS,

Drawing of the monster from those who’ve last seen it.

4. RELENTLESS NATURE

Advantage

Roll a 2d6 or pick one of the thirty-three options available. This table adds a trait
of the creature that can be dangerous, or an effect it has on its surroundings by
its very presence. It also provides a CONDITION that it can afflict slayers with. If
you want a challenge, you may roll this twice.

Neutral
Threat

COMPLICATIONS
Monster runs away. Innocent caught in between. Monster preparing to fully heal unless stopped.
Closing in. Structure collapsing, Another monster appears. Imagine your own...

HP, Weapon Class & Quality, and Conditions will be discussed later on.

The Thunderous Cockatrice
NAME : ___________________________________________________________________________________________

MONSTER SHEET

Eagle’s Talons
Whirlwind
ARSENAL : ___________________________________
NATURE: ____________________________________

Once you have completed your rolls, fill out the MONSTER SHEET with the details.
Discuss the monster in more detail, talking about its habits, what it hunts, what it
looks like. Fill out the DMG section with the HP damage total.
Also decide on a NAME to call your creation. This may be something that defines
the beast, or where it’s from, or what it does.
the monster in the available space to give an idea of what the beast may look
like. An example of a completed Monster Sheet is on the next page.

High-crested
Beast
FORM : ___________________________________
ANATOMY: ______________________________________
DESCRIPTION

Hunts during dawn hours. It is said it crows after it has drawn
blood. It uses its wings to create strong gusts of wind.
REWARD:

DRAW
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ARSENAL CLASS & QUALITY

HP

7

7

(N) 1-Handed

DMG

2HP

CONDITION

Dazed

300G

CORE MECHANISMS
With the CHARACTER and MONSTER SHEET completed, let’s talk through the
mechanisms used to run a game on Monstrum. This chapter discusses the following:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Establishing Setting
Encounter Roll
Threat
Actions
Resolution System
Dice Pools

Action & Pool Samples
Conditions
Items
Weapon Class
Weapon Quality
Swapping Items

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Potions & Item Buffs
Slayer’s Journal
Death
Defeating the Monster
Trophies, Titles, etc.
Cheat Sheet

Once you’ve created your Slayers and Monster, you are ready to play out the scene
where you attempt to slay it. Using the SETTING table in the STAGE chapter, roll for
a location. Underneath the location are minor locations.
Cavernous Mines

Chamber, Pool, Shaft

Pick one of the minor locations (i.e. Chamber) and take turns adding physical
details of what you can see around you by exploring the space with your slayers.
These details will be useful during combat, giving your slayers things to interact
with while you battle the monster.
As you explore the location, have the slayers take turns to answer questions under
the ON THE HUNT section. These are opportunities to deepen the narrative and
ramp up the tension and expectation of the monster.
Complete, perform an

ADVANTAGE

NEUTRAL

♦ Stumble upon unnoticed.
♦ See from a distance.
♦ You outnumber it.

♦ You meet on equal ground.
♦ Sizing each other up.
♦ Tensions may run high.

THREAT
♦ Ambush!
♦ It planned this all along.
♦ It shows no mercy.

THREAT
An Advantage roll offers an extra die when making Dice Pools, while a Threat
means you must subtract -1 from your roll result. This is noted on the CHARACTER
SHEET at the bottom of the Actions section.

ESTABLISHING SETTING

11.

Once you have an Advantage, Neutral, or Threat in the Encounter Roll, introduce
the monster appropriately, using the below suggestions:

ENCOUNTER ROLL

ENCOUNTER

The Encounter Roll determines how your slayers
find the monster. This is important as it tells players
whether they have the Advantage, stand on Neutral
ground with the monster, or are facing a direct Threat.
Roll the encounter table on the right to find out how
the combat scenario begins. A copy of the table can be
found in the STAGE chapter.
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Roll a 1d6 to face a...
1.

The state of the ENCOUNTER changes as you play. A Critical Failure moves the state
down by 1 (i.e. from Advantage to Neutral). Absolute Failure will lower the state to
Threat immediately. Slayers can use MOVE to get into a better position and move the
state back up if they succeed.
Track your state on the MONSTER

SHEET.

ACTIONS
Players can take two actions on their turn. One to use food, potions, or items that
don’t require an ACTION ROLL. Two, to act using one of the Action Rolls below.
STRIKE

An action that involves force. You may wish to attack, hit, force, pry, kick, fight,
drop, etc. Note that you don’t need an item to use the action.

to instigate combat.

ENCOUNTER ROLL

FROM ADVANTAGE TO THREAT

Threat.

2. Neutral.
3. Neutral.

4. Neutral.
5. Neutral.

6. Advantage.

MOVE

An action that involves movement, or agility. You may wish to run, flee, skulk,
sneak, spy, climb, carry, etc. Use to get into a position of advantage.
SPEAK

An action that involves speech, or wit. You may wish to persuade, yell, plead cast
(as in a spell), deceive, etc.
For example, slayers can drink a Health Elixir to gain health, then STRIKE the monster
with their weapon. The slayer will then have to roll a die to find out if they succeed,
or fail in the strike.
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RESOLUTION SYSTEM

DICE POOLS

Below are the possible outcomes for rolling an ACTION ROLL. Highest die is
counted, unless modified otherwise. xHP stands for the damage from the monster.

DICE POOL

ABSOLUTE SUCCESS!

Above and beyond. Enemy suffers Condition + xHP for each 6 if struck.

Players can increase the chances of success on their ACTION ROLLS by creating a
by fulfilling certain requirements. Each action has a base roll of 1 DIE,
with the chance to add up to 4 MORE DICE.
Below are the tables that appear on the CHARACTER SHEET that show how players
can build each dice pool. All actions can gain 1d6 from Advantage and Assist.
ADVANTAGE

CRITICAL SUCCESS!

You succeed! Your decided action goes flawlessly. Enemy suffers xHP if struck.

Add 1d6 to the action toll if the state of the Encounter is an Advantage.
ASSIST

SUCCESS, WITH A COMPLICATION...

You manage to succeed, but a problem arises. Enemy suffers xHP if struck.
CRITICAL AND ABSOLUTE FAILURES ARE COUNTED IN ANY FAILURE

Add 1d6 to the action roll if another player decides to Assist. If the roll is a failure,
however, the assisting player suffers the consequences as well.
STRIKE
WEAPON CLASS

(Encounter becomes Threat)
The end... Character suffers Condition + xHP for each 1 if using strike.
ABSOLUTE FAILURE...

(Encounter state moves down 1)
Things gets much worse... Character suffers xHP if using strike.
CRITICAL FAILURE...

Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Better weapon Class.
♦ Proficient in weapon.

Or, better weapon Quality.
♦ Someone assists.

Add 1d6 if your weapon class is better than the
enemy. More about weapon classes further on.
WEAPON PROFICIENCY, OR QUALITY

Add 1d6 if you are proficient in the weapon you’re
using, or have a better weapon quality. More about
weapon quality further on.

FAILURE...

Your action fails. Things get worse... Character suffers xHP if using strike.

MOVE

FAILURE...

Add 1d6 for each if:

FAILURE...

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Bag is half full.
♦ Have max health of up

Your action fails. Things get worse... Character suffers xHP if using strike.

Your action fails. Things get worse... Character suffers xHP if using strike.

to 4HP.
♦ Someone assists.

SPEAK

COMPLICATIONS
Whe a player rolls a 5, their action is successful, but a complication occurs. This is a
chance to introduce a new danger, or situation that will need to be addressed later by
the slayer, or another player. Adding imaginative twists can make things interesting
and offer new directions for the combat to unfold.
Complication suggestions can be found on the MONSTER
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SHEET.

Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Can speak the tongue.
♦ Is not wearing armor

that offers +HP, no weapon.
♦ Someone assists.

BAG HALF FULL

Add 1d6 if you have no more than 4 items in your
bag. A light bag makes for a swift adventure
LIGHT ARMOR

Add 1d6 if you are wearing armor that gives you no
more than a maximum of 4HP. Lighter armor makes
you less encumbered (i.e. Chainmail Vest (+2HP) =
5HP is not light armor).
SPOKEN TONGUE

Add 1d6 if you can speak the spoken tongue of the
monster. You can try to win over the monster by
speaking to it.
UNASSUMING

Add 1d6 if you are not wearing ARMOR that gives you
+HP, or have a weapon in your hand.
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ACTIONS AND DICE POOL SAMPLES
Below are 3 quick examples of each Action type at play in a cinematic moment from
The Lord of the Rings.
STRIKE

MOVE

Aragorn: I’m in Helm's Deep. I’ll make an
encounter roll.

Frodo: I’m within Shelob's Lair and make an
encounter roll.

Neutral

Threat!
Frodo: Something is in here with me, The
webs say it all... I continue on, sneaking
my way to the other side.

Aragorn: I see 3 orcs at the breach, what
do you do Legolas?
Legolas: I slide down the stairs firing
arrows at the first orc!

Frodo prepares to roll for MOVE . He has
nothing in his bag, but has 5HP armor.

It is 1-Handed and Legolas is Ranged. But,
Legolas is proficient with the bow and can roll
STRIKE with 2 Dice.

He gets 2 Dice, but has to -1 from the final
result due to the encounter being a threat.

Gimli: I’ll help!

Roll 1d6 for action.

Legolas: Alright, 3 dice.

Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Bag is half full.
♦ Have max health of up

Roll 1d6 for action.
Add 1d6 for each if:

SPEAK

Merry: I’m with Pippin in the Fangorn
forest, talking to an ent...
Advantage!
STRIKE

Merry: I tell him that we need to go
against Isengard and fight for the safety
of the forest.

Even though Legolas rolled a 1, it’s not counted
as the roll is a success and not a failure.

Merry prepares to roll for SPEAK . He gets
to roll 3 dice. One extra for the Advantage,
and one more for being able to speak in
Ent.
Roll 1d6 for action.
Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Can speak the tongue.
♦ Is not wearing armor

MOVE

Frodo suffers an absolute Failure because of the
-1 from Threat making the 2 into a 1.

that offers +HP, no weapon.
♦ Someone assists.

to 4HP.
♦ Someone assists.

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Better weapon Class.
♦ Proficient in weapon.

Or, better weapon Quality.
♦ Someone assists.

!

Success, with a complication!
Absolute Failure!
Frodo: Shelob creeps down from above
and stabs me with her poisoned needle.
I lose 2HP and am poisoned.

Absolute Success!
Legolas: I go down the stairs using my
SPECIAL SKILL, True Shot!

Your situation remains a threat.
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Merry: The Ent looks down at us and
with a booming voice replies, “harrump...
you are right little hobbit. But, we must
convince the others...”

SPEAK

Merry can continue to try to get two more
successful SPEAK rolls to win.

Complications are opportunities to add more
details to offer more options moving forwards.
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CONDITIONS

ITEM RARITY
Items are rated on whether they are Common, Uncommon, or Rare.
Some items may have no rating. Rules and prices for buying and selling can be
found in AT THE CITADEL, under the SLAYERS chapter.

Your slayer may succumb to a condition. When afflicted by a condition, your hero
is not themselves, and must pick the lowest result of an ACTION ROLL. There are
two ways that a hero might be afflicted by a condition:
♦ Drinking alcohol will immediately get you drunk.
♦ If you fail an Action Roll and receive an Absolute Failure. The condition a slayer
is afflicted with is noted on the Monster Sheet.
Players can heal a condition with a Ward Tonic, or a Spell from Light Magic. Note
that some items can stop certain Conditions from taking effect.
Bleeding, Poisoned, and On Fire conditions damage the player afflicted by 1HP
per turn if not cured.
Below is an example of a player afflicted by Dazed. Players must circle the condition
if they are afflicted.
CONDITION

Bleeding* • Dazed • Drunk • Fearful • Poisoned* • Trapped •

If affected by a condition, pick the lowest die result in an action roll. *These conditions cause 1HP

MONSTERS UNDER CONDITIONS
Monsters can be afflicted by conditions due to a strike that was an Absolute Success,
items slayers may have, or magic used by the magically proficient.
For damaging conditions, like Bleeding, Poisoned, or On Fire, these last for 3 turns.
For trapping conditions, they last as long as the monster is not attacked with STRIKE.
Monsters cannot move, or cause damaged.

WEAPONS

Weapons have a Quality - Worn, Trusty, Mastercraft, and Named. This translates
directly as Common, Uncommon, Rare, and No Rating when selling them at the
Citadel.
♦ Weapons must be carried IN HAND to be used.
♦ 2-Handed and Ranged weapons use both slots IN HAND to be used.
♦ A weapons’ quality can be upgraded by using a REPAIR KIT on sale at the Citadel.
One upgrades a weapon by one quality (i.e. from worn to trusty).
♦ Certain weapons have increased damage. More details under WEAPON
and WEAPON QUALITY.
CLOTHING AND JEWELRY

Clothing and Jewelry can give buffs to Action Rolls, or have perks that can be used
in certain situations. These can be found in the ITEM LIST for details.
♦ These items must be placed in WEARING slots in order for their buffs, or perks, to
take effect. Clothing and Jewelry cannot be stacked.
♦

USING ITEMS
Items play a big part in slaying a monster. Every slayer needs their Trusty Sword, or
Health Elixir to see them through a challenge.
There are a lot of different kinds of items, each with their own function and time of
use. To get the full details on items, check the ITEM LIST under the SLAYERS chapter.
Items can be:
♦ Purchased and sold at the Citadel, or looted from a slain monster.
♦ Can be stacked up to 3 of the same items per slot.
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CLASS

ARMORS

(Leather Tunic, Chainmail Vest, etc.) give a +HP bonus.

♦ Players should note down bonuses and perks so as to recall them when in action.
Take time to read the ITEM LIST when a new item is discovered.
♦ Keep note that NPCs react to how slayers are clothed.

WEARING ITEMS
You may adorn yourself with any item in the wearing slots. Sling a bow over your
shoulder, or string some health elixirs across your chest.
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FOOD AND POTIONS

WEAPON CLASS

Food and potions can be used without spending an Action Roll and can help heal
and give assistance in combat. They are considered BAG items as they do not need
to be IN HAND or in WEARING slots to be used.

Weapons come in 3 different classes:

♦ Individual food ingredients heal players for 1HP.
♦ Dishes can heal a slayer to full HP, or can heal everyone.
♦ Potions have varying perks and attributes that can be used during battle.
♦ Consume the item before an Action. (i.e. "I drink the health elixir and STRIKE!")

♦ 1-Handed (Dagger, Sword, Club, Flail)
♦ 2-Handed (Axe, Spear, Claymore, Staff)
♦ Ranged (Sling, Bow, Crossbow, Wand)
These classes work as Rock, Paper, Scissors. One is stronger than another, but
weaker than something else. The below diagram shows how each class functions
with one another. Note that an extra 1d6 is given to STRIKE if your weapon class is
superior to that of your opponent.

1-HANDED

MISCELLANEOUS

Items that have unique uses. Read up on these items in the ITEM LIST to get an idea
on how to use them.

1d6

Dagger
Sword
Club
Flail

1d6

♦ Some items may need to be IN HAND, or have an Action Roll performed to be
used.
2-HANDED

♦ Some items are consumables, being only able to be used one (i.e. Repair Kit).
♦

REPAIR KIT

Axe
Spear
Claymore
Staff

- Can be used to upgrade a weapon’s quality.

RANGED
1d6

Sling
Bow
Crossbow
Wand

Two is better than One,
but Range ruins the fun.
♦
♦

WEAPONS

do 1HP damage, except for 2-Handed which do 2HP base damage.

MAGICAL WEAPONS are split between 2-Handed (Staff) and Ranged (Wand). They
follow these class rules respectively. This allows Magical slayers to be Proficient in
either class depending on the weapon they use.

DUAL-WIELD 1-HANDED WEAPONS

You can use two 1-Handed weapons, or a weapon and shield. If you roll a 6 on
your attack, re-roll all failed dice to attempt a second STRIKE. If your second
roll fails, suffer the appropriate consequence. The first success still counts
towards damaging the monster.
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WEAPON QUALITY

SWAPPING , OR TRADING, ITEMS IN COMBAT

Weapons come in a range of qualities.

When out of combat, characters may swap items between IN
at will.

HAND, WEARING,

and

SLAYER'S BAG

Worn

Mastercraft

Trusty

Named

Better quality weapons give slayers the chance of getting an extra die, even if they
are not proficient in the weapon class they wield.
For example, if a player with a Trusty Sword uses
with a Worn Bow, the player gets an extra 1d6.

STRIKE

on someone

♦ Players can upgrade their weapon quality through a REPAIR KIT.
♦ NAMED weapons can be named like so - Excalibur Sword. Such weapons do +1HP
damage per Strike. For example, a named Staff can do 3HP damage.
♦ Players can sacrifice 1 weapon quality instead of taking damage.

When in combat, swapping items becomes problematic as the enemy will not wait
for you to pull out that bow in your bag. You may swap items:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

From now on, you can use the item as usual.
For example, a player wants to swap their sword with a bow in their bag.
SLAYER'S BAG

IN HAND

‘
For example, a slayer fails a strike and the monster attacks for 2 damage
and sets the slayer On Fire. However, the slayer deflects the fire blast
with their Trusty Sword, making it a Worn Sword.

On your turn.
State what item you are swapping to your IN HAND and how you will use it.
Roll for the appropriate action.
Pick the lowest result and act accordingly.
Swap items on your sheet.

Trusty Sword

Worn Bow

Player - “I pull my bow out of my bag and shoot (STRIKE) the enemy with an arrow.”

The player rolls a STRIKE, picking the lowest result for the swap. They roll a 1. Failure.
They lose 1HP and the encounter state worsens by one.
“I pull the my bow out, but the beast leaps forth, knocking me aside.”
The player can now swap the items around.
SLAYER'S BAG

IN HAND

Worn Bow
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Trusty Sword
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POTION / ITEM BUFFS

DEFEATING THE BEAST

Below each action on the CHARACTER SHEET, there is a circle that players can check
if they have a potion or item they have active during an encounter. If checked, the
player can add (+1) to the final result.

You can slay the monster through STRIKE, reducing its HP down to 0. At this point,
the beast falls to the ground, a heap of bloody flesh and torn ligaments.

For example, a player may drink a Draught of Might which will allow them to add
a (+1) to their STRIKE roll. They check the circle under Strike for Potion/Item Buffs.

If you kill the beast, you also have the opportunity to loot it. Use the LOOTING
tables that can be found under the STAGE chapter. These can be items that you can
use on your next monster encounter, or sell at the Citadel.

♦ You cannot add more than a (+1) advantage to each of the actions.
♦ Check the ITEM LIST to see if any items are applicable to be used as buffs.

You also get rewarded gold for defeating the Monster. Use the rewards to up your
game for the next encounter. Use the REWARD table in the STAGE chapter.

SLAYER'S JOURNAL

TALKING DOWN A MONSTER

On the second page of the CHARACTER SHEET is a large space for players to use as
they wish to keep track of the adventure. Some suggestions of how to use the space
as below:

Alternatively, you may try to SPEAK to the monster and come up with a deal
for it to leave the realm. This is much more difficult as you will need to have
three (3) consecutive successes in SPEAK to convince them.

♦
♦
♦
♦

If you fail on your streak, it resets back to (0) and the monster lashes out at
the slayers.

Write down the setting and important moments.
Any changes to your character (physical and personality).
Do you have any new goals, or drives?
Use the space to elaborate and add more detail to your backstory.

If the monster proves too challenging, you can try and flee using
back to the Citadel and fight another day.

MOVE

to return

DEATH
A player goes unconscious or dies, when their HP reaches zero.

TROPHIES, TITLES, AND HONORIFICS

Before reaching the point of 0HP, players have some options to save themselves:

Defeating a beast also allows you to get a trophy that you can fill into the appropriate
section of the CHARACTER SHEET. This can be the head of the beast, a scale, etc.
If among other slayers, talk amongst yourselves on how you’re going to divide the
body parts.

♦

♦

- They sacrifice the ring when they hit 0HP to regain full HP.
Once used, the player must remove the item from their inventory completely.
They may purchase another at the Citadel when they return.
UNDYING RING

SACRIFICE WEAPON

instead. Lose 1

- If you’re going to die, you may sacrifice your weapon
instead of damage.

WEAPON QUALITY

Once a slayer dies, and there are other slayers still alive to assist them, there are still
some options to revive them in combat.
♦

PHOENIX ASH

♦

REANIMATE

- Another player can use this to revive a struck down player.

- A slayer of Dark magic may use their Reanimate Spell.
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Also use the TITLES AND HONORIFICS pages under the STAGE chapter to see if
any can be appropriate for your slayer. Add this in the appropriate section of your
slayer’s CHARACTER SHEET.

QUICK SHEET
On page 64 - 65, is a Quick Sheet meant for all slayers to have during a session. It
offers information and details that help during a session.
These include Weapon Classes and Quality, Potions and Item information, narrative
suggestions for Encounters, and Dice Resolution results.
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II
SLAYERS

A CHAMPION RISES...
Roll a 1d6 to determine a slayer, or pick from below. A brief description is given for
each slayer, including their WEAPON PROFICIENCY, SPECIAL SKILL, and STARTING HP.
Each slayer can also speak to the same numbered monster form without need of a potion.

1. BLACK KNIGHT

1-Handed Proficiency • 3HP
Righteous Rage - At 2HP and lower, you do double the damage with your strike action.
Born into royalty, noble blood flows through their veins. Rigorous training for war with
men has made Black Knights a formidable foe on the battlefield. They say little, and
move with decisive blows.

2. NECROMANCER

Dark Magic Proficiency • 3HP
Reanimate - On your turn, you can Speak to bring a dead player back with full HP.
Hollowed cheeks and pale skin can fool most that Necromancers are dead themselves.
Scholars of the occult, they whisper with hisses and groans, some bandaged to cover
horrid sores that ooze with unsightly puss.

3. FROST DRUID

Ice Magic Proficiency • 3HP
Freeze Time - If a Absolute Failure is rolled, Frost Druids may re-roll the dice once.
Hailing from the northern-most parts of the known realm, where verdant forests give
way to blankets of snow and ice. These fur-clad students of nature, who worship the
ancient gods, have been imbued with long-lost powers.

4. ARCHPRIEST

Light Magic Proficiency • 3HP
Healing Aura - If you heal up to full health with an item, each team member gets 1HP.
Champions of the sacred faith that has kept the Citadel safe for centuries. They are
studious - chroniclers of the beasts and the slayers that have done battle in the past.
Touched by the holy light, they bring hope to a land of darkness.

5. BEAST HUNTER

Ranged • 3HP
True Shot - If a roll on a ranged Strike is critical, deal double damage to the monster.
Mercenaries who have risen from a simple life of farming, or hunting game. What they
lack in formal training, they have made up for with experience and unwavering will.
They know to put victory before honor, for a monster cares little for the latter.

6. HALF-BLOOD

2-Handed Proficiency • 4HP
Final Strike - Inflicted with a condition by the enemy, return the favor. They are now poisoned.
Half-breeds, chimeras. A creature that is half human and half monster, but can call itself
neither. Shunned by both sides, they live to serve the Citadel, under the protection of
the king. They prefer long, hooded cloaks to hide their physical peculiarities.
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AT THE CITADEL
The CITADEL is the last great city that has withstood the fall of the Empire centuries ago.
Its great walls have kept its peoples safe, and its king the patron of slayers.
Here, one can find merchants ready to buy and sell at the marketplace the tools and
elixirs needed to kill a Monster.
Selling items to shops.
Common = 1 Gold
Uncommon = 9 Gold
Rare = 30 Gold
No Rating, = Roll 3d6
WEAPONS
Worn/Trusty/Mastercraft
Dagger
5/25/50 Axe
5/25/50 Sling
5/25/50 Club
10/35/75 Spear
10/35/75 Bow
10/35/75 Staff
10/35/75 Wand
15/50/100 Sword
15/50/100 Flail
15/50/100 Crossbow
15/50/100 Claymore
175 Vorpal Sword
175 Citadel Shield
5/25/50

POTIONS
10 Health Elixir
10 Ward Tonic

15 Polyglot Potion

15 Draught of Might
15 Swift Brew

20 Vial of Panacea

25 Tincture of Fate
30 Phoenix Ash

FOOD
Apple
Flour
1 Flagon of Ale
1 Fresh Water
1 Carrot
1 Mushroom
1 Potato
1 Carp
2 Raw Meat
2 Egg
2 Sausage
2 Blood Wine
2 Valerian Wine
2 Bag of Peas
2 Cured Shank
5 Sweet Roll
5 Liquor d’Arcana
1
1

DISHES
5 Baked Trout

5 Bangers and Mash
5 Dried Roast
5 Steak Pasty

5 Mushroom Soup

10 Mystery Meat Stew
10 Eel Pie

JEWELRY
30 Undying Ring
35 Raven’s Ring

40 Pendant of Hope
75 Diadem of Vis
80 Fire Bracelet

80 Zealot's Needle

80 Warding Eye Pendant
150 Frost Necklace

CLOTHING
20 Simple Tunic

MISCELLANEOUS

60 Chainmail Vest

75 Lullaby Lyre

150 Apprentice Robes

75 Featherweight Pouch

40 Leather Tunic

100 Iron Chest Plate

75 Everlasting Flask

25 Journeying Boots

75 Repair Kit

25 Brimmed Hat
30 Chef ’s Hat

85 Shadow Hood

85 Venomdraw Quiver
100 Tempered Cloak

100 Lightfoot Sandals

125 Enchanted Gauntlets
150 Stoic Helm
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ITEM LIST

CLAYMORE

Here is a complete list of all the possible items you can purchase at the Citadel. Here,
you can find out everything about an item including:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Description and Lore.
Cost - Buying price from shops.
Quality - Primarily for selling purposes and looting rarity.
Class - It is noted if weapons are 1-Handed, 2-Handed, or Ranged.
Use - In Hand (may need action), Wearing (no action needed), or Bag (no action needed).

The blade of kings. Only true masters of war are given such devastating weapons.
Passed down through generations, claymores are symbols of heredity to a noble house.
Does 2HP damage.
Cost - 15/50/100

Class - 2- HANDED

Use - IN HAND

CLUB

An everyman’s weapon, the club is used by farmhands and bandits alike. Often merely
crude branches, their strength comes in their weight. Unlike other weapons, clubs can
be disguised, or made to look nonthreatening. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 5/25/50

Class - 1 - HANDED

Use - IN HAND

CROSSBOW

WEAPONS

Weapons have their own Quality scale used for the STRIKE action. They translate as:
Worn = Common / Trusty = Uncommon / Mastercraft = Rare / Named = N/A

This weapon can launch devastating volleys of bolts that can pierce even the most solid
armor. Crossbows are an important weapon to castle guards, who can strike down
enemies from afar. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 15/50/100

Class - RANGED

Use - IN HAND

DAGGER

Small enough to hide in one’s vestments, the dagger can be a defensive tool or the
secret death blow of an assassin. It offers swift strikes, but leaves the attacker exposed
to any counter attacks. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 5/25/50

Class - 1 - HANDED

Use - IN HAND

FLAIL

A spiked weight chained to the end of a handle, the flail is one of the most brutal
weapons on the battlefield. The flail’s capability to swing around limbs and armor
makes it formidable. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 15/50/100

AXE

The symbol of man, cutting down nature to build towns and cities. It has proven itself
as a weapon of war as well. For this duality, it is revered by Slayers. The finest of axes can
be found in the armory of the Citadel. Does 2HP damage.
Cost - 5/25/50

Class - 2-HANDED

Use - IN HAND

BOW

Embraced by Beast Hunters, the bow is the hunter’s choice. In masterful hands, its
effects can be precise and silent. It is the weapon most used outside the protective walls
of the Citadel. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 10/35/75

Class - RANGED
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Use - IN HAND

Class - 1 - HANDED

Use - IN HAND

SLING

A weapon as old as time. The shepherd’s sling is capable of taking down even the most
formidable enemies with a swift flick of a wrist. Stones, clay, or metal projectiles are
hurled great distances with this ranged weapon. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 5/25/50

Class - RANGED

Use - IN HAND

SPEAR

Long poles tipped with a metal point, spears are a fine tool to keep enemies at a distance.
Used by guards and infantry soldiers in the field, their piercing and swinging ranges
offer a major advantage. Does 2HP damage.
Cost - 10/35/75

Class - 2- HANDED
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Use - IN HAND

STAFF A Magical Weapon. Magical slayers are Proficient with this 2-H item.

WARD TONIC

Cost - 10/35/75

Cost - 10

Imbued with magical powers, these weapons can be mistaken for walking sticks. Do
not be fooled, for in the right hands, such weapons can turn the tide of battle. Does 2HP
damage. Does DOUBLE DAMAGE if wearing the Apprentice Robes.
Class - 2- HANDED

Use - IN HAND

SWORD

It is said that whoever wields the sword, rules the realm. This was once true when the
Empire reigned supreme. The sword remains an important weapon of war, favored by
all who see combat. Does 1HP damage.
Cost - 15/50/100

Class - 1 - HANDED

Use - IN HAND

A bitter-tasting concoction that is made of Liquor d’Arcana and the humble apple. Once
the user has ingested a Ward Tonic, afflicted CONDITIONS are immediately cured. It
does not give immunity to future conditions.
Quality - UNCOMMON

POLYGLOT POTION

A powerful potion that allows the user to speak many tongues. The user can add 1d6 for
the “Can Speak the Tongue” check to SPEAK actions for an entire encounter. Magical
slayers may use one Polyglot Potion to cast a SPELL of their magic type.
Cost - 15

Quality - UNCOMMON

WAND A Magical Weapon. Magical slayers are Proficient with this Ranged item.

DRAUGHT OF MIGHT

Cost - 10/35/75

Cost - 15

The first wands were hewn from the branches of the Ancient Tree of the Citadel.
Introduced by the Archpriests, such weapons are looked down on by Black Knights.
Does 1HP damage. Does DOUBLE DAMAGE if wearing the Apprentice Robes.
Class - RANGED

Use - IN HAND

Use - BAG

Use - BAG

Imbued with the experience and courage of weapons of old, the imbiber calls upon the
powers of the ancient slayers. The Draught of Might gives the user a (+1) Buff to STRIKE
actions for an entire encounter.
Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

SWIFT BREW

VORPAL SWORD

The named sword passed down for generations. Legend has it that it was the blade that
slew the first dragon. As a named weapon, this sword does 2 HP damage, but also inflicts
the CONDITION bleeding with a critical success.

A bubbling syrup that seems to have a life of its own. A popular philter used by travelers
to ensure safe passage between settlements. Swift Brew gives the user a (+1) Buff to
MOVE actions for an entire encounter.

Cost - 175

Cost - 15

Class - 1 - HANDED

Use - IN HAND

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

VIAL OF PANACEA

CITADEL SHIELD

Tempered by the fires of the Great Forge, a large cross is emblazoned across this golden
shield. When in hand, the shield offers +1HP to the individual. You may use dual-wield
to try and shield bash the enemy after a successful STRIKE.

A cure-all. Not only does it give the user full HP, but also cures all CONDITIONS the
imbiber may have. Its formula is unknown, kept secret by the High Priestess herself.
Rumor has it that it’s made with the souls of the innocent.

Cost - 175

Cost - 20

Quality - RARE

Use - IN HAND

Quality - RARE

Use - BAG

TINCTURE OF FATE

A formulation of things unnatural. A challenge to time itself. The Tincture of Fate
allows the user to re-roll a failed ACTION ROLL once more. Can be used on one action
after imbibing.

POTIONS

Cost - 25

Quality - RARE

Use - BAG

PHOENIX ASH

HEALTH ELIXIR

A powerful salve, whose recipe has been passed down by Archpriests of the Citadel.
Crafted from monster parts, they give off a vile odor and a faint, red glow. Restores the
user to full HP.

Taken from the resting place of a fallen Phoenix. The ash may be used to return one
from the dead. Simply rub the ash across the forehead of the fallen. Once done, the
fallen will awake, refreshed, and with full HP.

Cost - 10

Cost - 30

Quality - UNCOMMON
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Use - BAG

Quality - RARE
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Use - BAG

FOOD

CARROT

A root vegetable that needs no preparation. Carrots are sought after by chefs and
travelers alike for their versatility and resistance to rot. Their mild scent also keeps
natural dangers from finding them. Eating a carrot gives you 1HP.
Cost - 1

APPLE

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

CURED SHANK

A traveler’s friend, apples are a good source of nourishment and keep well during
long travels. They are found aplenty in the wild, and a staple in the market stalls of the
Citadel. Eating an apple gives you 1HP.

A staple among the Citadel’s royalty, these thin slices of aged meat are a must when
drinking Valerian Wine. They are a good bait to trap monsters with. Eating a cured
shank gives you 1HP.

Cost - 1

Cost - 2

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

BAG OF PEAS

Field peas carefully collected and dried. A great choice to nibble on when out on treks,
these pods are cared for by the monks of the Citadel whose groves flourish within the
great walls. Eating a bag of peas gives you 1HP.
Cost - 2

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

BAKED TROUT

A simple dish enjoyed throughout the realm. Baked in a furnace with chunks of potato
and a dash of salt and allspice, the dish is best served hot. When consumed, the dish
heals the player to FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

BANGERS AND MASH

The standard breakfast found at the Citadel, the dish’s simplicity has made it popular
in many taverns. Three links of spiced sausages, accompanied by a scoop of mashed
potatoes, and topped with gravy. When consumed, the dish heals the player to FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

BLOOD WINE

A bitter red wine crafted beyond the walls of the Citadel. It is said to build character,
and is nicknamed Slayer’s Brew. Drink the wine to regain FULL HP. You are now DRUNK
until you leave or enter a new encounter.
Cost - 2

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

CARP

Large silver scales and a white belly, carps can grow to enormous sizes. It can be found
throughout the realm’s rivers, and is sought after by many chefs for its easy preparation.
Eating a carp gives you 1HP.
Cost - N/A

Quality - COMMON
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Use - BAG

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

DRIED ROAST

Prepared days ago, succulent juicy have given way to a leathery consistency. It may no
longer be a dish fit for a king, but will keep one going when hunger calls. This dish can
be shared and gives every player FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

EEL PIE

A flaky brown crust covers this common-folk dish. What it cannot do with taste, it
makes up with heartiness. A dish eaten at dawn before the day’s work. This dish can be
shared and gives every player FULL HP.
Cost - 10

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

EGG

Rich and delicious, eggs can be consumed on the go, or used to create special dishes and
desserts. Their protective shell makes them ideal when traveling for long periods and
distances. Eating an egg gives you 1HP.
Cost - 2

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

FLOUR

They say that where there are people, there is flour. This humble ingredient has fed
whole populations throughout the centuries. Its use in cooking can’t be downplayed.
Eating flour gives you 1HP.
Cost - 1

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

FRESH WATER

A leather flask of fresh water - a rare find anywhere in the realm where water is often
sullied by mud and pestilence. Bring it along with you on your journeys. Drinking fresh
water gives you 1HP.
Cost - 1

Quality - COMMON
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Use - BAG

FLAGON OF ALE

Bitter with a woody aftertaste, ale had been produced for centuries in the brewing
cellars of the Citadel. Drink the ale to regain FULL HP. You are now DRUNK until you
leave or enter a new encounter.
Cost - 1

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

LIQUOR D'ARCANA

A fortified beverage that can be used in making potions. It is used as a digestive after a
meal. Drink the liquor to regain FULL HP. You are now DRUNK until you leave or enter
a new encounter.
Cost - 5

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

MUSHROOM

Also known as White Caps, these mushrooms grow throughout the realm. From birth,
children are taught to find these fungi as they are a great source of nourishment. Eating
a mushroom gives you 1HP.
Cost - 1

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

MUSHROOM SOUP

Great to fight away the cold winters, its creamy texture makes for a tasty and filling
meal. Can be made from many types of mushrooms, crushed and mixed with water.
Eating this gives you FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

SAUSAGE

Linked sausages delicately filled with meat and mixed herbs. Their salty flavor goes
well with a flagon of ale, or blood wine, and can be brought along long treks into the
wilderness. Eating a sausage gives you 1HP.
Cost - 2

Cost - 10

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

Use - BAG

STEAK PASTY

A hearty meal packed neatly in pastry, the steak pasty is the preferred traveler’s dish for
its convenience in eating on the go. Not only can you eat meat and potatoes, but the
pastry containing them. Eating this gives you FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

SWEET ROLL

Soft, spongy pastry covered with a sweet white icing on top, sweet rolls are popular
amongst the young and the old. None can say no to the allure of the sweet roll. Eating
this gives you FULL HP.
Cost - 5

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

VALERIAN WINE

Nothing goes down quite as smoothly as Valerian Wine. Hand-picked grapes from
the finest vineyards within the walls. Drink the wine to regain FULL HP. You are now
DRUNK until you leave or enter a new encounter.
Cost - 2

MYSTERY MEAT STEW

An unknown bowl that looks worse than it tastes... according to the chef. Leftovers, the
trimmings, bones? Anything goes with the mystery meat stew. This dish can be shared
and gives every player FULL HP.

Quality - COMMON

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

CLOTHING
Clothes provide valuable functions for a slayer and can be a mark of one's social status.
Be sure to wear appropriate clothing before going out on your trek. Some clothes offer
+HP, while others may be used for other means.

POTATO

A versatile vegetable that is used to prepare many dishes. Its filling nature makes it
good for keeping stomachs satisfied, even if there isn’t much energy to provide. Eating
a potato gives you 1HP.
Cost - 1

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

RAW MEAT

Freshly cut meat, magnificently marbled. Meat is essential for long expeditions. Such
meats are commonly found in marketplaces, with the finest cuts kept for the king.
Eating raw meat gives you 1HP.
Cost - 2

Quality - COMMON
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Use - BAG

APPRENTICE ROBES

Colorful, long robes made of the finest threads and embroidered with lunar symbols
and gold filigree. This robe’s magic is necessary for casting SPELLS and offers DOUBLE
DAMAGE when using Magical Weapons. Cannot wear with ARMOR.
Cost - 150

Quality - RARE
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Use - WEARING

BRIMMED HAT

A leather hat with a large brim to keep the rain away. Popular amongst all classes and
professions for its utility and disguise, one never knows if the wearer is a royal prince or
an assassin. When wearing, add (+1) Buff in SPEAK.
Cost - 25

Quality - COMMON

Use - WEARING

CHAINMAIL VEST

Vestments made up of hundreds of metal rings, linked to form a protective ARMOR
that can deflect slash attacks. They are popular amongst fighting professions due to not
being so expensive. While wearing, add +2HP to your base HP.
Cost - 60

Quality - COMMON

Use - WEARING

CHEF'S HAT

A tall, white hat popularly worn by chefs. It’s not just a hat to keep hair away from the
food. It’s a symbol of fraternity and solidarity! A promise that no one shall eat bland
food in their lives! Wearing this hat makes 1HP food heal for 2HP instead.
Cost - 30

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

LEATHER TUNIC

A hardened leather tunic, decorated with metal studs. The most common of ARMOR,
this tunic provides more protection than regular clothing without compromising the
wearer’s movement. While wearing, add +1HP to your base HP.
Cost - 40

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

LIGHTFOOT SANDALS

Open-toed footwear that are light and nimble. Though they do not offer the ruggedness
of the journeying boots, they allow the wearer to be more quick-footed when its needed
most. If suffering a critical failure, the wearer does not take a CONDITION.
Cost - 100

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

SHADOW HOOD

Black mist hangs lightly around hood. It belongs to a magic unknown. Many claim that
while wearing the hood, one becomes truly invisible. Roll MOVE to become invisible.
Suffer no damage until you STRIKE next and become visible once more.
Cost - 85

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

SIMPLE TUNIC

A common tunic found at the Citadel. It provides no protection from the weather or
from attacking foes. Such tunics may be colored in the common tones of brown, gray,
or green. Cannot wear with ARMOR.
Cost - 20

ENCHANTED GAUNTLETS

Holding magical strength drawn from an ancient behemoth, these gauntlets provide
superhuman strength to the wearer. Their origins are unknown. When wearing, add
(+1) Buff in STRIKE.
Cost - 125

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

IRON CHEST PLATE

Heirlooms crafted by Citadel blacksmiths, iron chest plates give the highest level of
ARMOR protection to their wearer. Clad in iron plate, the wearer sacrifices movement
for the ability to take multiple attacks. While wearing, add +3HP to your base HP.
Cost - 100

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

JOURNEYING BOOTS

Sturdy, brown leather boots that offer protection from the elements. These boots were
made for walking in any environment, and provide sturdy footing to their slayer. When
wearing, add (+1) Buff in MOVE.
Cost - 25

Quality - RARE
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Use - WEARING

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

STOIC HELM

Wrought iron with a red, flowing plume of hair, legend has it that the Stoic Helm was
worn by the first champion. All attacks done against the slayer wearing the helm, do
only up to 1HP damage.
Cost - 150

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

TEMPERED CLOAK

Sewn with layers of cloth crafted to be sturdy, warm, yet light. They can be used in all
environments, and are highly sought after. When wearing this cloak, ignore any ON
FIRE condition inflicted by a monster.
Cost - 100

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

VENOMDRAW QUIVER

Crafted with a venom-coated interior, this quiver coats each arrow with the poison
of some nefarious creature. If a player with a bow, or crossbow, rolls a critical success
during a STRIKE, the enemy suffers the CONDITION - poisoned.
Cost - 85

Quality - RARE
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Use - WEARING

MISCELLANEOUS

DIADEM OF BACCUS

EVERLASTING FLASK

Crafted for expeditions, the flask offers a never-ending stream of FRESH WATER. Don’t
worry about water ever again. Use the flask to drink when parched, or use for any other
necessary matters.
Cost - 75

Quality - COMMON

Use - BAG

FEATHERWEIGHT POUCH

Lined with mottled feathers, this pouch is light to the touch, yet tremendously spacious.
While wearing it, even if your slayer’s bag is full, consider it only 1/2 full when rolling
for MOVE, as you are unhindered by the weight of your items.
Cost - 75

Quality - COMMON

Use - WEARING

LULLABY LYRE

Crafted by a maestro long dead, the lyre is reputed to have the gentlest of notes when
played. When using the lyre, use SPEAK to sing a lullaby. If successful, the enemy falls
asleep (this is the cursed CONDITION). They will awake if struck.
Cost - 75

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

REPAIR KIT

The legendary golden diadem of Baccus, passed down through many a Baccanalia.
When worn, the wearer can drink as much alcohol as they wish, without suffering the
CONDITION of drunk.
Cost - 75

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

FIRE BRACELET

An obsidian bracelet imbued with the undying fires of a volcano that erupted during
the blood moon many centuries ago. While worn, enemies suffer the CONDITION on
fire, on critical successes.
Cost - 30

Quality - RARE

Use - WEARING

PENDANT OF HOPE

A great light glistens in the unsuspecting bauble. HEALING AURA does 2HP healing.
Those who belong to Light Magic have a (+1) buff for STRIKE. Can be used as a source
of light in places where darkness reigns.
Cost - 40

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

RAVEN'S RING

Silver ring in the shape of a raven skull. Use SPEAK to summon a raven familiar. Use the
appropriate actions to attack, scout, draw the enemy etc. Ravens have 1HP and vanish
when struck. The action roll for the raven is a separate roll from the slayer’s turn.

A leather-bound kit that contains all the essential tools to repair damaged weapons. Use
the kit to increase your weapon QUALITY. For example, a Worn Sword becomes a Trusty
Sword when using a repair kit. The kit can only be used once. Purchase more if needed.

Cost - 35

Cost - 75

An old heirloom that is beginning to crack. A remnant from a long-forgotten promise.
If the wearer reaches 0HP, sacrifice the ring and recover all your HP. You lose the ring
in the process. Remove the ring from your inventory once used.

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - BAG

Use - WEARING

UNDYING RING

Cost - 80

JEWELRY

Quality - RARE

Quality - UNCOMMON

Use - WEARING

WARDING EYE PENDANT

A pendant given to the younglings of the Citadel. If an enemy succeeds to afflict a
CONDITION on the wearer, the wearer does not gain the affliction, but rather, reflects
the condition back on the enemy.
Cost - 80

FROST NECKLACE

Cold to the touch. While worn, enemies suffer the CONDITION of trapped, on critical
successes. They won’t move until they are struck again. Those who belong to Ice Magic
have a (+1) buff for STRIKE.
Cost - 150

Quality - N/A
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Use - WEARING

Quality - COMMON

Use - WEARING

ZEALOT'S NEEDLE

A brooch of horrific design that is fastened to flesh by a piercing needle. A symbol of
devotion to the occult of necromancy. Those who belong to Dark Magic have a (+1)
buff for STRIKE.
Cost - 80

Quality - RARE
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Use - WEARING

A FORM SEEN IN THE DARK...
Roll a 1d6 to determine what you encounter, or pick from below.
The number next to each monster type is their starting health points. For example, an
Anthropoid starts with 1HP, while a beast starts with 5HP.

1. ANTHROPOID

1HP
Humanity twisted towards other ends.
Slivers of human form are the devious tools used by these uncanny figures. They are
mimics that whisper misdirection, seeking to deceive their prey. Often, born from sin
and always placing malice in their intent.

2. UNLIVING

2HP
Summoned back from beyond the grave.
That which was killed once before, returns. Unholy and frenetic movements, contorted
by the torturous memories of the living world. It speaks in an unknown tongue,
cadavers shuffling with aimless goals.

3. ELEMENTAL

3HP
A ancient tangle of primal bark and sinew.
Writhing roots and throbbing thorns. Brought to life by mother nature herself,
elementals were the first to walk the world. Their tempestuous nature makes them a
force to be reckoned with.

4. WRAITH

III
MONSTERS
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4HP
Vengeful specters imprisoned by treachery.
Remnants of those taken too soon. A wrathful hatred has kept them chained to this
world. Their piercing screeches ring out as they search for those that have done them
wrong, bringing a frosty chill and death with them.

5. BEAST

5HP
Born outside the bounds of moral order.
Creatures that delve in the dark recesses of the realm. From the great caverns underfoot,
to the misty forests that have been untraveled since the beginning of time, some are
emboldened to leave their homes to prey on the innocent.

6. ELDRITCH

6HP
Otherworldly in origin and comprehension.
That which has no name, an unspeakable horror that sight refuses to see and thought is
unable to understand. It fell from above, its home somewhere in the dark void among
the stars.
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EERIE ANATOMY
Misshapen creatures of nature that bring one’s hairs to stand on end. Once you’ve rolled,
or chosen, an anatomy for your monster, add the +HP to your monster’s starting HP.
Discuss what is eerie about the anatomy and how it makes the monster move. When
rolling a 2d6, count each separate die as one of the double digits in the below table.

Roll a 2d6 to determine the creature’s defining anatomy, or pick from below.
Scrawny

21.

Cracked Shell

22.

Furry

23.

Scarred

24.

Corpulent

25.

Hardened Carapace

26.

Translucent Skin

51.

42.

Skeletal

52.

43.

Scaly

53.

44.

Withered

54.

45.

Glowing Aura

55.

46.

Iron-plated

56.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

41.
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+1HP

+2HP

+3HP

+4HP
+5HP

+6HP

+1HP
+2HP
+3HP

+4HP

+5HP
+6HP

Webbed Feet

31.

Ragged Wraps

Boneless

32.

Neck-frilled

Serpentine

33.

Embedded Arrows

Hoofed

34.

Bug-eyed

Large Snout

35.

Muscular

Multi-limbed

36.

Towering

Rotting Flesh

61.

High-crested

62.

Human Face

63.

Spiny

64.

Tendrils

65.

Multi-headed

66.

+1HP
+2HP

+3HP
+4HP

+5HP
+6HP

+1HP

+2HP

+3HP

+4HP
+5HP

+6HP
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+1HP
+2HP

+3HP

+4HP
+5HP
+6HP

Feathered

+1HP

Leathery

+2HP

Eyeless

+3HP

Deformed
+4HP

Stone-studded

+5HP

Dragon-scale

+6HP

TERRIFYING ARSENAL
The lethal arms that hack, slash, and eviscerate in the dark. A monster can only have one
of the below traits. They each have a weapon QUALITY and CLASS.
Use to help color your narrative as you fight the beast. Feel free to let your imagination run
wild! Note that Named weapons have +1HP Damage, while 2-Handed do 2HP Damage.

Roll a 2d6 to determine the creature’s deadly weapons, or pick from below.
Boar’s Tusks

21.

Bucktooth

22.

Canine Teeth

23.

Lion’s Claws

24.

Shark’s Teeth

25.

Unicorn’s Horn

26.

Worn Sword

51.

42.

Devil’s Horns

52.

43.

Crab’s Claws

53.

44.

Long Arms

54.

45.

Eagle’s Talons

55.

46.

Morgul Dagger

56.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

41.

(W)1-Handed
(T)1-Handed
(M)1-Handed

(M)1-Handed
(N)1-Handed

(N)1-Handed

(W)1-Handed
(T)1-Handed

(M)1-Handed
(M)1-Handed

(N)1-Handed
(N)1-Handed

Whip Tail

31.

Piercing Spores

Clubbed Tail

32.

Stone Arm

Thorny Appendage

33.

Iron Chains

Scorpion’s Tail

34.

Long Tongue

35.

Tentacles

36.

Worn Lance

61.

Long Neck

62.

Second Set of Jaws

63.

Deer Antlers

64.

Spiked Tail

65.

Ethereal Spear

66.

(W)2-Handed
(T)2-Handed

(M)2-Handed
(M)2-Handed
(N)2-Handed
(N)2-Handed

(W)2-Handed
(T)2-Handed

(M)2-Handed

(M)2-Handed
(N)2-Handed
(N)2-Handed
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(W)Ranged
(T)Ranged

(M)Ranged

Shooting Spike

(M)Ranged

Acidic Spittle

(N)Ranged

Dragon Wings
(N)Ranged

Worn Bow

(W)Ranged

Underground Roots

(T)Ranged

Lightning Antenna

(M)Ranged

Insect Swarm
(M)Ranged

Ice Shards

(N)Ranged

Fire Breath

(N)Ranged
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RELENTLESS NATURE
How does the monster act around you? What happens to its surroundings as it makes its
way to you? What do the phrases below mean to you, and how can you implement them?
Below are situations you can lean into when suffering from a CONDITION inflicted by the
monster.

Roll a 2d6 to determine the creature’s disposition, or pick from below.
Hypnotic Gaze

21.

Frozen Ground

22.

Creepy Crawlies

23.

Persistent Strikes

24.

Slimy Sweat

25.

Fiery Roar

26.

Striped Markings

51.

42.

Always Facing

52.

43.

Archaic Whispers

53.

44.

Thrashing

54.

45.

Glowing Tip

55.

46.

Heat Draft

56.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

41.
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Dazed

Trapped
Fearful

Bleeding

Poisoned
On Fire

Dazed

Trapped

Cursed

Bleeding

Poisoned
Cursed

Strobing Glow

31.

Whirlwind

Black Mist

32.

Splitting Earth

Shadow Walker

33.

River of Blood

Slicing Flurry

34.

Dripping Ichor

35.

Molten Rain

36.

Surreal Vibrations

61.

Edging Closer

62.

Transformed

63.

Passing Swipe

64.

Bursting Bulbs

65.

Seeing Double

66.

Dazed

Trapped
Fearful

Bleeding

Poisoned
On Fire

Dazed

Trapped

Cursed

Bleeding

Poisoned
Cursed
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Dazed

Trapped

Fearful

Jab from Behind

Bleeding

Green Haze

Poisoned

Blindness
Cursed

Thunderous Screech

Dazed

Web Spinneret

Trapped

Midas Touch

Cursed

Lunging Blows
Bleeding

Hornet’s Nest

Poisoned

Conflagration

On Fire

IV
STAGE

SETTING
Roll to mark the location the monster is cornered. Set the scene and describe the area,
bringing up points of detail that all slayers can use during the action.
Use the minor locations (i.e. Chamber, Pool, Shaft) to flavor your MOVE rolls and the
narrative. Come up with your own minor locations to deepen the story.

Roll a 2d6 to travel to where the monster was last seen, or pick from below.
Cavernous Mines

21.

Forbidden Forest

22.

Derelict Cathedral

23.

Mountain Pass

24.

Town Square

25.

Burning Village

26.

Muddy Riverside

51.

42.

Thorny Brush

52.

43.

The Citadel

53.

44.

Colossal Statue

54.

45.

Forsaken Caravan

55.

46.

Sorcerer’s Spire

56.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

41.
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Chamber, Pool, Shaft
Meadow, Hut, Sundial
Bell Tower, Altar, Crypt

Ledge, Flag, Alcove
Market, Fountain, Inn
Hall, Pens, Grove

Old Boat, Dead Camp
Lair, Lost Expedition
Square, Throne, Gate
Shrine, Stone Foot

Road, Broken Wagons
Balcony, Basement

Hangman’s Marsh

31.

Fog-laced Glen

Roaring Falls

32.

Still Graveyard

Rotting Shipwreck

33.

Ancient Ruins

Abandoned Cabin

34.

Hidden Cove

35.

Undulating Hills

36.

Deserted Islands

61.

Pilgrim’s Rest

62.

Giant’s Skull

63.

Frozen Lake

64.

Slayer’s Arena

65.

Labyrinth

66.

Gallows, Mangroves
Rapids, Water Curtain
Cabin, Top Deck, Rock
Fire Pit, Room, Garden
Shore, Stone Archway
Quarry, Hedgerows

Flotsam, Jungle, Gorge
Cobble Path, Spring

Tooth, Eye Socket, Ribs
Iced Fish, Trapped Boat
Grounds, Stands, Cage
Dead End, Prison Cell
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Cairn, Gnarled Tree
Mausoleum, Headstone

Stone Pillars, Road

Lost Battlefield

Mass Grave, Camp

Jagged Cliffs

Boulder, Edge, Path

Barren Plains

Field, River, Outcrop

The Wall

Siege Engine, Tower

Foreign Temple

Courtyard, Atrium

Echo Caves

Abyss, Stream, Passage

Ghost Town

Tavern, Chapel, Home

Stone Bridge

Gate House, Arches

Underworld

River Styx, Dis, Throne

ON THE HUNT
You walk quietly, wearily looking all about you, our weapon in hand. If among fellow
slayers, ask each other some of the questions below as you seek out the monster... If alone,
recall these memories.
♦
♦
♦
♦

What was the last thing the Monster did to cause fear in the realm?
You are following a trail the Monster left behind. What is strange about it?
Someone close to you was killed by the monster. Who was it and how?
What do villagers say about the monster’s origins?

♦
♦
♦
♦

You rub a scar. How did you get it?
There’s a cry, out in the wilderness. What is unsettling about it?
Something caught your eye earlier today that made you fearful. What was it?
What did you bring that gives you the most hope?

♦
♦
♦
♦

You left something, or someone, at the Citadel. Why do you regret it?
What did you notice in the last settlement you came across?
Did someone train you? What about them earned your respect?
You heard stories of the monster’s habits. What is most chilling about it?

♦
♦
♦
♦

You discovered the monster’s lair. What was inside it?
The monster you hunt is in an Ancient Bestiary. What warnings do the tome give?
There’s something familiar about this cold day. What does it remind you of ?
Where did you fell your first monster? How did you feel?

ENCOUNTER ROLL
To begin combat, roll the Encounter table below to see how you come across the
monster. Mark it down on the MONSTER SHEET.
ENCOUNTER
Roll a 1d6 to face a...
1.

Threat.

2. Neutral.
3. Neutral.

4. Neutral.
5. Neutral.

6. Advantage.
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TROPHIES

LOOTING
Roll a 1d6 to find...
1. Nothing...

2. A Common Item.
3. A Common Item.

4. A Common Item.

Once you have defeated the monster, use the tables to
find out what you loot from the creature you’ve slain.

5. An Uncommon.
6. A Rare Item!

You may roll only once.
COMMON ITEMS

UNC OM M ON ITEM S

RARE ITEMS

Roll a 5d6 to take...

Roll a 5d6 to take...

Roll a 5d6 to take...

5. Apprentice Robes

5. Enchanted Gauntlets

5. Mastercraft Axe

7. Worn Sling

7. Chef ’s Hat

7. Mastercraft Sword

6. Worn Club
8. Worn Staff

9. Leather Tunic

10. Worn Dagger
1 1 . Blood Wine

12. Flagon of Ale
13. Carrot

14. Sweet Roll

15. Fresh Water
16. Apple

17. 1 Gold
18. 2 Gold

19. Mushroom
20. Raw Meat
2 1 . Potato
22. Egg

23. Sausage

24. Bag of Peas

25. Cured Shank

26. Valerian Wine

27. Liquor d’Arcana
28. Worn Bow

29. Brimmed Hat
30. Carp

6. Trusty Staff

8. Journeying Boots
9. Trusty Bow

10. Polyglot Potion
1 1 . Trusty Flail

12. Draught of Might
13. Swift Brew

14. Ward Tonic

15. Health Elixir
16. Worn Sword
17. 5 Gold
18. 6 Gold

19. Worn Claymore
20. Trusty Spear

2 1 . Chainmail Vest
22. Trusty Axe

23. Dried Roast

24. Worn Wand

25. Worn Crossbow
26. Health Elixir
27. Steak Pasty

28. Bangers and Mash
29. Pendant of Hope
30. Tempered Cloak
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Once you have killed the beast, take a part of it as proof of having slain it. This is a trophy.
It can be any part of the Monster that you can carry back with you. Below are a list of
possible trophies you can take from a Monster.
Write your trophy down on your CHARACTER SHEET. Be sure to use the monster’s name
(i.e. Claw of the Thundering Cockatrice). See how many trophies your slayer can collect
before their luck runs out.
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Vial of Blood
Claw
Head
Hide
Scales
A feather

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

P iece of Armor
S kull
T ooth
L ock of Hair
E ye
B one

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

S kin
R obes
H oof
H orn
V enom Sac
C arapace

6. Citadel Shield

8. Mastercraft Claymore

9. Mastercraft Crossbow
10. Mastercraft Wand
1 1 . Everlasting Flask
12. Fire Bracelet

13. Lightfoot Sandals
14. Iron Chest Plate

15. Mastercraft Flail
16. Vial of Panacea
17. 9 Gold

18. 10 Gold

Mastercraft Bow
20. Mastercraft Club
2 1 . Raven’s Ring
22. Lullaby Lute
23. Diadem of Vis
24. Mastercraft Sling
25. Vorpal Sword
26. Mastercraft Spear
27. Undying Ring
28. Shadow Hood
29. Phoenix Ash
30. Zealot’s Needle
19.

REWARD
For your fine bravery in slaying a Monster of the realm, the king of the
Citadel bestows the just reward. Take the GOLD and share it between the
slayers for the next encounter with a creature.
1. Anthropoid = 100 G
2. Unliving = 150 G
3. Elemental = 200 G
4. Wraith = 250 G
5. Beast = 300 G
6. Eldritch = 400 G
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TITLES & HONORIFICS
At the end of a game, take some time and see if any of the below honorifics and titles
can be dispensed to the slayers. These can be gathered as achievements for each player
and be added to the end of their name.

... THE REANIMATOR
Brought a Slayer back to life.

... THE ACOLYTE
Fights wearing the Apprentice Robes.

... THE TROPHY-HUNTER
In search for trophies.

... THE ARSENAL
Always changing weapons in combat.

... THE NAMELESS
Does not gather trophies to add to their
name.

... THE OATHBREAKER
Flees combat without killing the Monster.

... THE BOLD
A constant risk-taker. Not willing to back
down.

... THE MIGHTY
Uses brute strength to accomplish every
task. Great damage dealer.

... THE SWIFT
Always using Move to try to gain a
better position.

... THE FORGETFUL
Constantly forgets to apply item buffs
and use effective items in inventory.

... THE REBORN
Brought back to life with Phoenix Ash.

... THE STORYTELLER
Tells harrowing tales when around the
Campfire.

... THE HOARDER
Saving every item. When bag is full,
every loot dropped is a heavy choice.

... THE TERROR
Ruthless. Shows no mercy or remorse for
the violence dispensed.

... THE FORTUNATE
Gets lucky when looting Monsters.

... THE DRUNK
Constantly drunk, or drinking alcohol.

... THE KING FISHER
Buys a lot of fish from the Citadel.

... THE FAIR
Always trying to mediate conflict, using
violence as the last resort.

... THE HALF-BREED
Play as a Half-Blood.

... THE MONSTERSLAYER
Kill 8 Monsters.

... THE SMITH MEISTER
Repair one weapon from worn to Named.

... KNIGHT OF THE CITADEL
Has slain one Monster.

... THE HUNTSMAN
Play as a Beast Hunter.

... THE SIMPLE, YET DEADLY
Wore a Simple Tunic against the monster,
and won without wearing anything else.

... THE MASTER CHEF
Buys only dishes.

... LORD OF THE CITADEL
Has slain six Monsters.

... THE HOLY
Play as an Archpriest.

... THE EASYGOING
Eats only food, no dishes.

... THE ALCHEMIST
Uses only potions.

... THE GOODHEART
Has let a Monster go free.

... THE ANCIENT
Play as a Frost Druid.

... THE BARD
Uses the Lullaby Lyre often to defeat the
enemy.

... THE SILVER-TONGUED
Constantly speaking their way out of any
dilemma.

... THE SLOTH
Does not take part in slaying the monster.
Rather spends their time elsewhere.

... THE LICH KING
Play as an Unliving.

... THE ARTIST/WRITER
Draws or writes in the Slayer’s Journal.

... THE GOLDSEEKER
Collects the most gold, is always rich.

... THE SELFLESS
Always assisting fellow heroes, regardless
of the risk incurred to themselves.

SIR ...
Play as a Black Knight.

... THE ALTRUIST .
Gives up their share of the reward to
others, or back to the Citadel.

... THE INSATIABLE
Constantly eating, drinking potions, etc.

... THE SALESMAN
Sells everything they own at the Citadel.

... THE BETRAYER
Slay a monster that speaks your spoken
tongue.

... THE GREAT
Collect 10 titles and honorifics.

... THE MOUNTAIN
Fully armored with an Iron Chest Plate
and Shield, having 7HP in health.

... THE SICKLY
Suffering from the most conditions in a
session.
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Come up with your own too, and grow the legend of your slayer.
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QUICK SHEET
I. WEAPONS
Two is better than One,
but Range ruins the fun.

1-H

2-H

R

2-HANDED
2HP DAMAGE
Axe
Spear
Claymore
Staff
1-HANDED
1HP DAMAGE
Dagger
Sword
Club
Flail

MAGICAL
STAFF & WAND
Magical slayers proficient
in these weapons. They
can do double damage
using the Apprentice
Robes.
QUALITY
BEST TO WORST
Named
Mastercraft
Trusty
Worn

II. CONSUMABLES

III. ENCOUNTERS

POTIONS
USE BEFORE ACTION

LINK THE BEATS
WITH IMAGINATION

Health Elixir
Heals to Full HP.

Individual rolls are their
own beats to a story, but
how do they fit in the
overall combat?

Ward Tonic
Cure a Condition.
Polyglot Potion
+1d6 “Can Speak Tongue”
Daught of Might
+1 Buff for STRIKE

SACRIFICE WEAPON
SAFE FOR 1 QUALITY
If you’re going to die,
you may sacrifice your
weapon instead. Lose
1 quality instead of
damage.

RANGED
1HP DAMAGE

DUAL-WIELD
1-HANDED WEAPONS

Sling
Bow
Crossbow
Wand

♦ Have two 1-Handed
weapons, or shield.
♦ On a success, re-roll
failed dice for a second
Strike.

NAMED WEAPON
+1HP DAMAGE

♦ If your second
roll fails, suffer the
consequence.

These weapons do extra
damage to the enemy.

♦ The first success still
counts.
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Swift Brew
+1 Buff for MOVE.
Vial of Panacea
Cure Condition + Full HP.
Tincture of Fate
Re-roll next Action Roll.
Phoenix Ash
Use MOVE to revive.

FOOD & DISHES
1HP VS FULL HP
♦ Food gives 1HP.
♦ Dishes give Full HP.
Some dishes can be
shared.
♦ Alcoholic beverages
can heal for Full HP, but
the slayer will become
Drunk.

IV. DICE ROLLS
CRITICAL SUCCESS
DOUBLE SIX. Your actions
go above and beyond.
Enemy suffers from xHP for
each 6 if struck.

SUCCESS!
SIX. Your decided action
goes flawlessly.
Enemy suffers xHP if
struck.

Link rolls with your own
flare. A complication can
be that you hit the beast,
but it runs away.
The next slayer can now
link to this and MOVE to
give chase.

COMPLICATION...
FIVE. You succeed, but a
complication arises.
Enemy suffers xHP if
struck.

MORE DESCRIPTION
MORE LINKS
Giving lots of detail to
the surroundings, how
the monster moves, etc.
gives lots of opportunity
for other slayers to link
their actions and build a
consistent story.

ABSOLUTE FAILURE
SNAKE EYES IS PRESENT.

The end is nigh...
Slayer suffers Condition +
xHP for each 1 if using strike.
CRITICAL FAILURE

ENCOUNTER STATE
THREAT OF FAILURE
♦ Absolute Failure
moves the encounter
state to a Threat, while
Critical Failure makes it
go down by 1.
♦ MOVE to a better
position to move it up.

1 IS PRESENT IN FAILURE.

Things gets much worse...
Slayer suffers Condition +
xHP if using strike.
FAILURE

FOUR OR LESS. Things get
worse...
Slayer suffers xHP if using
strike.
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NAME : ________________________________________ SLAYER: _____________________

SLAYER'S JOURNAL

DESCRIPTION: ________________________________________________________________
DRIVE : ________________________________________ MAGIC: ______________________
HP

PROFICIENCY

KNOWN TONGUE
Can speak with...

SPECIAL SKILL

DMG

Anthropoids

Elementals

Beasts

Unliving

Wraiths

Eldritch

Bleeding* • Dazed • Drunk • Fearful • Poisoned* • Trapped • Cursed • On Fire*
CONDITION
If affected by a condition, pick the lowest die result in an action roll. *These conditions cause 1HP damage per turn.
ACTIONS
SPEAK

STRIKE

MOVE

Attack, hit, force, pry, kick, fight.

Run, flee, skulk, sneak, spy, climb.

Persuade, yell, plead, deceive, cast.

Roll 1d6 for action.

Roll 1d6 for action.

Roll 1d6 for action.
Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Better weapon Class.
♦ Proficient in weapon.

Or, better weapon Quality.
♦ Someone assists.
POTION / ITEM BUFF

Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Bag is half full.
♦ Have max health of up
to 4HP.
♦ Someone assists.

POTION / ITEM BUFF

Add 1d6 for each if:

♦ Advantage encounter.
♦ Can speak the tongue.
♦ Is not wearing armor

that offers +HP, no weapon.
♦ Someone assists.
POTION / ITEM BUFF

This is your journal. Draw on it, write down your most memorable moments, and keep a memento of your travels.

Add a maximum of +1 to the final dice result for a Buff. If the encounter is a Threat, -1 from the final dice result.
ITEMS

G

IN HAND

2-Handed & Ranged need both slots.
WEARING

SLAYER'S BAG

Swapping in combat: Use lowest die
result in the action roll during swap.
Stack up to 3x same items per slot in bag.

TITLES AND HONORIFICS

... the Slayer

TROPHIES

MONSTER DRAWING

TRAIL OF BLOOD
Trail of Blood is a campaign designed for players who want to pick up and play a game of
Monstrum without the need to create a slayer, or monsters from the tables.
It offers six monster encounters that are structured to become more difficult with each
successive engagement. Use THE MAP OF THE KINGDOM to track your journey through
the campaign, starting from the top (The Citadel) and working your way down to the
Mountain Pass.
Each location has a monster, as detailed below:
1. THE CITADEL

A Creature Among Us
2. DERELICT CATHEDRAL

Soul Forgotten

3. FORBIDDEN FOREST

Cry of the Wild

4. HANGMANS MARSH

A Shadow in the Dark

Drawing of the monster from those who’ve last seen it.
Advantage
Neutral
Threat

COMPLICATIONS
Monster runs away. Innocent caught in between. Monster preparing to fully heal unless stopped.
Closing in. Structure collapsing, Another monster appears. Imagine your own...

5. BURNING VILLAGE

Unrelenting Horror

6. MOUNTAIN PASS

Mountain of Madness

NAME : ___________________________________________________________________________________________
FORM : ___________________________________ ANATOMY: ______________________________________
ARSENAL : ___________________________________ NATURE: ____________________________________
DESCRIPTION

To run an encounter, read up on the monster and use its details in the ANCIENT BESTIARY
to fill out a monster sheet. Use the Encounter Roll and On the Hunt questions to help
flavor and jump into the action.
For Slayers, there are 6 slayer details under LEGENDS OF THE CITADEL that you can use
to transcribe onto a slayer sheet for ease of play. Use the ITEM LIST to accustom yourself.
Note that these slayers are built for a 4 player experience. If you wish to use these slayers
for smaller groups, add more items of your choosing with the appropriate Gold, shown
below:

REWARD:
HP

ARSENAL

DMG

CONDITION

Solo = 150 G
2 Players = 100 G
3 Players = 50 G
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MAP OF THE KINGDOM
1. THE CITADEL
Square, Throne, Gate
The capital of the Kingdom, and stronghold of the
Order of Slayers. Only the most cunning of monsters
dare to bring terror to these protected streets.

ANCIENT BESTIARY
1. A CREATURE AMONG US
NAME : Gulon

They call it the Market Square Slasher.
A creature that can slip through cracks
and scurries in the shadows. It stalks its
targets late at night, cornering them in the
narrow alleys of the city.

FORM : Anthropoid

ANATOMY : Boneless

Worn Sword (W)1-H
Hypnotic Gaze

ARSENAL :
NATURE :

2. DERELICT CATHEDRAL
Bell Tower, Altar, Crypt
Place of worship, forgotten with the fall of the Empire.
None dare to enter its once hallowed halls, for fear of
meeting an ancient horror.
3. FORBIDDEN FOREST
Meadow, Hut, Sundial
The creak of moving branches echo in this desolate part
of the Kingdom. Nothing lives there, but the stories live
on of the many terrors hidden within.

HP : 3

Its glistening eyes can stop all thought and
action. Gulons don’t have any natural
weapons, rather preferring human clothes
and weapons.

DMG : 1

CONDITION : Dazed
REWARD : 100G

2. SOUL FORGOTTEN
NAME : Tomb

Demon

Feeding off the corpses of the dead, Tomb
Demons are known to be found in the
graveyards of churches and towns. They
are the remnants of creatures once living,
but have crossed the threshold of life.

FORM : Unliving

ANATOMY : Skeletal

4. HANGMANS MARSH
Gallows, Mangroves
Lands once used by roaming Legions to exact justice
during the days of the Empire. Today, they are all but
forgotten, save the ghouls of the unfairly judged.

5. BURNING VILLAGE
Hall, Pens, Grove
Once a routine stop on the Long Road, it is abandoned
after the beast came and made it home. It’s burned ever
since.

6. MOUNTAIN PASS
Ledge, Flag, Alcove
The highest mountain of the Kingdom, where none
have returned alive. They say you can reach up and
touch the sky.

ARSENAL : Devil's

Horns (T)1-H
Earth

NATURE : Splitting
HP : 4

Once overrun by demons, such places
are abandoned as there is little hope of
clearing them before they kill and spawn
more of their kind.

DMG : 1

CONDITION : Trapped
REWARD : 150G

3. CRY OF THE WILD
NAME : Wood

Sprite

Born from the earth itself, Wood Sprites
are as old as time itself. A collection of
bark, twigs, and leaves that rustle with
vibrating life. There are no eyes, no ears,
but it can see and hear all.

FORM : Elemental

ANATOMY : Eyeless
ARSENAL : Thorny
NATURE : Creepy

Appendage (M)2-H
Crawlies

HP : 6

Deep within the Forbidden Forest, none
have been seen in living memory, as
none dare to pass through these old lands
shrouded in mystery.

DMG : 2

CONDITION : Fearful
REWARD : 200G
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LEGENDS OF THE CITADEL
4. A SHADOW IN THE DARK
NAME : Screeching
FORM : Wraith

BLACK KNIGHT

Ghoul

Vengeful fiends that once knew the taste of
life, now wander their final resting places
to share their fate with any unsuspecting
passersby who have the ill fate of crossing
paths.

ANATOMY : Withered
ARSENAL : Shooting

NATURE : Thrashing

Spike (M)R

HP : 8

It is said that when you hear a ghoul’s
screeches, it is at the exact time when the
ghoul transitioned from the world of the
living to their current plane.

DMG : 1

CONDITION : Bleeding
REWARD : 250G

NAME : Flamerion

A beast born from the volcanic fires of
Mt. Redflame. Its footprints flicker with
charred embers that glow for days on end.
Behind it is a rain of ash, as it roams the
lands to satiate its hunger.

FORM : Beast

ANATOMY : Glowing

Aura
ARSENAL : Fire Breath (N)R
NATURE : Conflagration
HP : 10

CONDITION : On

REWARD : 300G

Jorah
your lord...
MAGIC : None
PROFICIENCY : 1-Handed
SPECIAL SKILL : Righteous Rage
HP : 4
KNOWN TONGUE : Anthropoid

Heir to the oldest family of the Citadel,
born into a line of slayers with many
honors. The Black Knight wears the armor
of their family with pride.

DRIVE : For

None has seen their face, covered by the
visor that has suffered the many strikes of
combat. Silent and ominous, they stand
tall and willing for any encounter.

Worn Sword, Worn Dagger,
Leather Tunic, 3x Baked Trout, Ward
Tonic, Sweet Roll, Health Elixir
ITEMS :

NECROMANCER

5. UNRELENTING HORROR

DMG : 2

NAME : Sir

Great firestorms have ravaged the lands,
spreading famine and disease in their
wake. Only one such beast was ever
defeated in the past, by an entire legion.

Fire

NAME : Alhazred

Hissing and hacking up vile mucus,
necromancers seem to be cursed with
living rot. A purple aura shimmers forth
from their eyes.

DRIVE : Madness...
MAGIC : Dark

Magic
and Wand
SPECIAL SKILL : Reanimate
HP : 3
KNOWN TONGUE : Unliving
PROFICIENCY : Staff

Hunched over and muttering in constant
monotones, they snicker and laugh
whenever they come across the living who
cling to life with great fervor.

Worn Wand, Simple Tunic, 3x
Baked Trout, Ward Tonic, Sweet Roll,
Health Elixir, Undying Ring
ITEMS :

FROST DRUID
6. MOUNTAIN OF MADNESS

NAME : Dierdre

NAME : Ancient

There is no name for such creatures, and
none has been seen by living eyes able to
speak of their form. Entire armies have
been laid to waste, with survivors brought
to insanity by their ordeal.

FORM : Eldritch

ANATOMY : Towering
ARSENAL : Tentacles
NATURE : Green

(N)2-H
Haze

HP : 12

From their footprints, they may stand
as tall as mountains, with many calling
them gods. However, without eyewitness
accounts, not much is certain.

DMG : 3

CONDITION : Poisoned
REWARD : 400G
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Snow-white locks and blue eyes hint at a
foreign origin. A placid look mixed with
some divine confidence drives the druid
towards victory.

DRIVE : Seeking

destiny...
MAGIC : Ice Magic
PROFICIENCY : Staff and Wand
SPECIAL SKILL : Freeze Time
HP : 3
KNOWN TONGUE : Elemental

A crown of twigs and northern leaves
show their connection to the earth and to
nature. They never shiver, unaffected by
the weather around them.

Worn Staff, Simple Tunic, 3x
Baked Trout, Ward Tonic, Raven’s
Ring, Health Elixir
ITEMS :
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ARCHPRIEST
NAME : Kian

Whimsical and chatty, the Archpriest is a
keeper of the faith. Do not be deceived by
their age or stature, for their power in the
forces of light are unparalleled.

DRIVE : Save

the world...
MAGIC : Light Magic
PROFICIENCY : Staff and Wand
SPECIAL SKILL : Healing Aura
HP : 3
KNOWN TONGUE : Wraith

When times get tough, they do not waver
from the path and bring a warmth of spirit
that drives even the most doubtful to seek
victory.

Worn Wand, Simple Tunic,
Baked Trout, 3x Ward Tonic, Health
Elixir, Tincture of Fate, Worn Dagger
ITEMS :

BEAST HUNTER
NAME : Lothar

DRIVE : Protecting
MAGIC : None

The ranger from beyond the walls of the
Citadel. Born and raised on the land,
the far reaches of the Kingdom are not so
strange, or unknown to them.

another...

PROFICIENCY : Ranged
SPECIAL SKILL :
HP :

4

True Shot

They are a simple folk, with rough hands
and stout limbs. Resourceful, they can do
much in the field with little, able to catch
even the most elusive prey.

KNOWN TONGUE : Beast

Worn Bow, Leather Tunic, 3x
Baked Trout, Ward Tonic, 3x Sweet
Roll, Health Elixir
ITEMS :

HALF-BLOOD
NAME : Vlad

DRIVE : Fitting
MAGIC : None

A figure of unknown origin, some question
if it’s even human. A dark aura hangs over
them, with eyes glowing red when light
fails.

in...

PROFICIENCY : 2-Handed
SPECIAL SKILL :
HP :

5

Final Strike

It growls with dagger teeth, and isn’t one
to take insults willingly. Its strength and
speed equals its ferocity, so much so that
some mistaken it for a monster.

KNOWN TONGUE : Eldritch

Worn Axe, Leather Tunic, 3x
Baked Trout, Ward Tonic, 2x Sweet
Roll, Health Elixir
ITEMS :
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“Whoever fights monsters should see to it that in the process
he does not become a monster. And if you gaze long enough
into an abyss, the abyss will gaze back into you.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche
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MONSTRUM

A monster-slaying tabletop RPG

Since the fall of the Empire, darkness has gripped the lands once more.
Creatures, once thought dead, return from haunting dreams to prey
on the innocent. Only the few who dare to challenge them know the
horrors beyond the walls of the Citadel...

MYTHOPOEIA
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